


an economic development incentive

attracting new businesses and jobs. By

lowering costs and increasing reliability,

Victolille has taken steps to insure its future.

Last, but not least, we also learned how the
unbelievable groMh in the Middle East is

being assisted by carefully planned and

executed district cooling systems crafted to
support the new cities rising out of the
desert.

ln the United States, the district energy

industry has barely scratched the surface in

bringing district heating and cooling benefits
to communities. Our industry, led by IDEA,

has an opportunity to assist a new gener-

ation of city planners, developers and

municipal officials in developing thermal
infrastructures that will support energy

efficiency in the coming decades.

Perhaps only a handful of conference

attendees and other IDEA members remem-

ber the efforts of the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) and the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in

the 1980s to foster district heating and

cooling. These progiams very successfully

sponsored feasibility studies and preliminary

design efforts for many U.S. cities. I doubt
whether District Energy St. Paul, for example,

would be in existence today if the DOE had

not lent its support.
The time has come for IDEA to revisit

the alliances of the 1 980s and seek coop-
eration with HUD, the DOE, National League

of Cities, Conference of Mayors and other
organizations involved in city planning and

development. The Federation of Canadian

Municipalities and the Canadian Urban

lnstitute are providing strong leadership and

forging alliances in Canada. lt seems logical

the United States should do the same.

lnjtiatives directed at educating cities in

the benefits of district energy, acquainting

them with state-of-the-art technology,

reviewing lessons learned over the last 30
years and providing assistance with feasi-

bility studies can revitalize interest in district

heating and cooling technology and create

a climate favorable to development. Modest

investments by DOE and HUD would allow
annual community energy system confer-
ences to reconvene, could develop case
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studies highlighting success stories in the
U.S. and Europe and provide information
on current development trends in the Middle

East where new towns are constructed

using district cooling as an energy source.

The time is right to point out oppor-
tunities for combined heat and power,

waste-to-energy, alternative energy and

solid fuels. lf the United States had invested

in more district energy systems in the '80s,

just think where we might be now. Looking

ahead, if we want to be sure we'll be

reaping more of district energy's benefits

tomorrow, we need to work to make the
technology more widely understood and

embraced as a solution for loday. @
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Editor's Note: "Members Speak Out" runs in

periodic issues of District Energy magazine. tts

purpose is for a member to briefly share his/her

district energy experiences and opinions - and

obtain feedback from fellow members. lf you

have comments on this column, please email

David Wade at the address below - or email

IDEA with your response for publication in the

next issue.

s IDEA met in Nashville, rising fuel
prices were - and continue to be

- on everyone's minds. Although
high heating bills only partially materialized

last winter, the expense involved in heating

and cooling our cities is a vital long-term
issue of national importance. As captured

in IDEAs annual conference theme, district
energy can most certainly help address

that issue as "Today's Solution, Tomorrow's

Advantage. "

Reviewing the topics that were included

in IDEAs annual conference program, I am

reminded how important district energy is

as a building block for the development
and well-being of urban communities. As

we saw, Nashville, Tenn., made a commit-
ment to district energy more than 30 years

ago and continues that commitment with
the recent construction and financing of a

new energy plant to service its downtown.
lndianapolis, Akron, New York and Austin

were highlighted throughout the IDEA pro-

gram as examples of cities that are also

experiencing the benefits of district energy.

ln addition, the City of Victorville, Calif.,

presented its bold decision to enter the
district energy and electricity business as
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